
Rise Of Vision Training
With a new season of many sports right around the corner, it's
never too early or too late to start your vision training! Take a
look at these articles and vision tools that will help start your

training off on the right foot! Not only is vision training proven to
boost your performance within a sport, but it can also help with

many other issues involving your every day life.

Also, for more articles and vision tools visit our blog or website or contact us to
talk about what training tools are best for you!

Is Vision Training Important for Baseball Players?

Baseball is a sport with a tremendous amount of quantitative batting data being
generated from batting averages, slugging percentages, and numbers of hits,
walks, strike outs and a host of others (Clark 2012). Batting is requires rigorous
demands for hand eye coordination requiring concentration and good visual
sharpness as well as depth perception. Vision training can be beneficial to various
sports related activities but an objective and assessment validating the concept is
relatively is unknown.

3 Air Force Exercises to Improve Your Vision

Athletes at the Air Force Academy have been performing cadet vision training
exercises for more than a decade, with impressive results. The first year the
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baseball team used vision training, they led the nation in batting average. Since
then, Air Force athletes have achieved better than 20/20 vision and improved
vision drill scores by 200 to 300 percent. Get your own results with these three
vision drills.

The Importance Of Vision Training to Improve Sports Performance

The great volleyball players make the game look easy because they have vision.
They can read both the opponents and their teammates, with a solid
understanding of eye sequencing and peripheral awareness to be ahead of the
play.

Here are products that we sell to
help improve vision

Senaptec Strobe Training Goggles

Brock String
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Vision Ring set
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